Pathway or gene set over-representation analysis (ORA) has become a routine task in functional genomics studies. However, currently widely used ORA tools employ statistical methods such as Fisher's exact test that reduce a pathway into a list of genes, ignoring the constitutive functional nonequivalent roles of genes and the complex gene-gene interactions. Here, we develop a novel method named LEGO (functional Link Enrichment of Gene Ontology or gene sets) that takes into consideration these two types of information by incorporating network-based gene weights in ORA analysis. In three benchmarks, LEGO achieves better performance than Fisher and three other network-based methods. To further evaluate LEGO's usefulness, we compare LEGO with five gene expression-based and three pathway topology-based methods using a benchmark of 34 disease gene expression datasets compiled by a recent publication, and show that LEGO is among the top-ranked methods in terms of both sensitivity and prioritization for detecting target KEGG pathways. In addition, we develop a clusterand-filter approach to reduce the redundancy among the enriched gene sets, making the results more interpretable to biologists. Finally, we apply LEGO to two lists of autism genes, and identify relevant gene sets to autism that could not be found by Fisher.
Modern high-throughput functional genomics technologies are on one hand creating opportunities for exploring new biological frontiers, but on the other hand exhausting the scientific community' resources to understand the information made available by such technologies. Biologists' hardship in the face of this large-amount of experimental results calls for an automated tool to generate a high-level view of the inter-relations between existing biological knowledge and new experimental results. This is the place where Over-Representation Analysis (ORA) comes to rescue, helping to identify pathways or gene sets that are over-represented among a list of interesting genes produced from genomics studies, and thus provides biologists much needed computerized assistance in discovering novel genetic functional mechanisms.
A common solution for the ORA problem is to count the number of genes in the list of interesting genes that hit the gene set annotated by functional category such as Gene Ontology (GO) 1 , KEGG 2 , BioCarta 3 , REACTOME 4 , and MSigDB 5 , and then assess the significance of the overlaps using statistical methods such as Fisher's exact test or chi-square test. Popular tools implementing this idea include DAVID 6 , BINGO 7 , GOEAST 8 , and GeneMania 9, 10 , etc. Depending on the definition of a functional category, a gene set may refer to a collection of genes belonging to the same pathway or biological process, such as a KEGG pathway or a GO biological process term, or a collection of genes with same functional characteristics, such as a GO molecular function term or cellular component term. In this study, we focus on gene sets that are a collection of genes in a pathway or a biological process. For these gene sets, the traditional ORA tools have inherent limitations in that genes inside a pathway or a gene set are treated with equal importance, ignoring the constitutive functional non-equivalence of genes. For example, a gene may act as the regulator of a number of genes inside the same pathway, and the perturbation of this gene may have a larger impact on the pathway than the perturbation of its target genes do.
To address these limitations, a number of methods have been developed to incorporate pathway topology information, specifically the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) of KEGG pathways, and are therefore classified as Pathway Topology (PT) analysis. The first of PT methods was the impact factor (IF) analysis 11 , which introduced a term of perturbation factor to measure a gene's contribution to the perturbation of a signaling pathway by taking into consideration not only its gene expression change, but also the type of interactions (e.g., induction or repression) it has with upstream genes and its position in a signaling pathway. The IF analysis has been included in ROntoTools 12 . Other PT methods include SPIA 13 , CePa 14 , and so on. A review of these PT methods can be found in 15 . However, the PT methods are not directly applicable for enrichment analysis of GO biological process terms or gene sets that are simple collection of genes in a pathway and lack any graph structure that explains the relationships between genes.
Recently, there are several network-based methods that deal with the ORA problem from a network perspective by incorporating gene-gene relationships. For example, NOA 16 assigns GO terms to network links that connect two genes annotated with the same GO term, and measures the over-representation of GO terms links in a given network; NEA 17 and EnrichNet 18 both assess the over-representation of functional associations between a list of interesting genes and a given gene set in a functional association network. However, none of these methods take into consideration the functional non-equivalence roles of genes in a pathway. In addition, these methods are generally computational inefficient because they often employ network rewiring in order to evaluate the significance of the test statistics, and some of them are biased by the network structure.
Previously, we have developed a network-based method named GANPA for gene expression-based gene set enrichment analysis 19 . GANPA measures gene weights in a gene set according to its relative association with genes inside and outside the gene set in a functional association network, with higher weight indicating a more central role in the gene set. Then, gene weights are incorporated with expression change value to detect gene sets with significant expression change. GANPA and numerous methods with similar purpose, including GSEA 5 , PLAGE 20, 21 , GLOBALTEST 22 , PADOG 23 , MRGSE 24 , GSA 25 , etc., are classified as the tools for Functional Category Score (FCS) analysis. The FCS problem is different from the ORA problem we are dealing with here: (1) FCS analysis takes the input of profiles of gene expression values, while ORA analysis deals with only the input of interesting genes; (2) a FCS method computes the test statistics based on the gene set, while an ORA method computes it based on the interesting genes. Therefore, GANPA cannot be directly applied for ORA analysis.
In this study, we adopt GANPA's network-based gene-weighting approach with modification to weight genes, and develop a novel method named LEGO (functional Link Enrichment of Gene Ontology or gene sets) for ORA analysis. LEGO assigns gene set-specific weights to both genes within a gene set and the neighboring genes that have strong functional association with the gene set, by considering not only their relative network association with a gene set, but also their interactions with the genes inside the gene set. The test statistic of LEGO is the average gene set-specific weights of the interesting genes. The statistical significance of the test statistic is assessed by permutation in LEGO. As a network-based method, we first compare LEGO with Fisher and three other network-based methods-NOA, NEA, and EnrichNet using three benchmark datasets, and show that LEGO outperforms these methods in detecting functionally relevant gene sets. Recently, Tarca et al. compiled a benchmark of 42 disease gene expression datasets whose target pathways were known, and then compared 15 FCS methods and Fisher in terms of sensitivity, prioritization and specificity 26 . To further evaluate LEGO's usefulness, from these datasets we select 34 datasets whose target pathways are KEGG pathways with DAG available, and compare LEGO with three PT methods-SPIA, ROntoTools and CePa, and five FCS methods-PLAGE, GLOBALTEST, PADOG, MRGSE and GSA that ranked top according to Tarca et al. 26 . The results show that LEGO is among the top ranked methods in terms of both sensitivity and prioritization for detecting target pathways, and its false positive rate is comparable to Fisher's. In addition, we also develop a cluster-and-filter approach to reduce the redundancy among the enriched gene sets. Finally, we apply LEGO to two lists of autism-related genes identified by recent large-scale whole exome sequencing studies, and discover relevant gene sets to autism that could not be identified using Fisher. As such, LEGO will be of great value for identifying functionally relevant gene sets and deriving novel hypothesis in functional genomics studies.
Materials and Methods
Given an interesting gene list R of size n and a gene set S of size k, the ORA problem is to test whether S is over-represented in R. Here, we introduce a network-based approach named LEGO. Below we describe the algorithm design of LEGO. The R package and instructions of LEGO can be downloaded at http://omics.fudan.edu. cn/static/softwares/Lego.tar.gz.
LEGO's algorithm design.
Network-based gene set-specific weighting. Given a functional association network G with m genes, we adopt GANPA's weighting approach with modifications to measure the gene set-specific weight for all genes. For details about GANPA, refer to 19 . Here, for every gene i in network G, we compute its degree inside the network as where E i,j is the original edge weight for the functional link connecting gene i and j in network G. Under the assumption of equal probability for existing links between nodes, the expected degree of gene i to S is
expected all if gene i does not belong to S. A weighted score W i that measures the relative network association of gene i with gene set S is then computed as:
Both those genes within gene set S and those neighboring genes that have greater than expected association with gene set S are assigned a weight greater than 1 if w i > 0. When w i < = 0, if gene i belongs to S, then it is assigned a weight of 1; otherwise, it is assigned zero weight. In this formula, bgNE refers to the network efficiency 27 of background network G, which is a measure for the density of a network. It is computed as
in which SP ij is the shortest path between gene i and j in the network. The value of bgNE ranges from 0 to 1, with denser network having greater bgNE value. There are two reasons to use bgNE*10 here. (1) We want to assign more weights to genes that are more central to the pathway. ( 2) The variance of w i in dense networks is much smaller than that in sparse networks because all nodes are highly connected to each other in dense networks; the use of bgNE*10 can compensate for this bias caused by the density of a network.
Having computed the gene set-specific weights for all genes in the network, we then assign gene set-specific edge weight for every functional link in the network as
where W i and W j are the weights of gene i and j, respectively, and E i,j is the original edge weight of the functional link. If there is no functional link for gene i and j in the network, then we define W i,j = 0. For convenience, we also define
. Finally, for every gene i in the network we calculate a gene set contribution score G i by summing up the gene set-specific edge weights between gene i and all genes in S as:
Thus, if a gene is more central to a gene set (i.e., with higher gene set-specific weight), and is functional linked to many "central" genes in the gene set, then it is assigned a higher gene set contribution score.
Test statistic and statistical inference. The test statistic of gene set S is simply the averaged gene set contribution score for all interesting genes in R, and is termed the Enrichment Score (ES observed ). To evaluate the significance of the observed ES, we use the permutation strategy to generate the background distribution of ES: every time we randomly select the same n genes as the "interesting" genes, and compute the ES; this process is repeated 1000 times to obtain the null distribution for the ES, from which the p-value of the observed ES can be estimated. The use of permutation is convenient because we do not need to make any assumption for the real null distribution of ES. However, because of the limited number of permutations, the permutation approach often produces a p-value of zero. To avoid this problem, we follow the procedure proposed by Knijnenburg et al. to estimate the exact p-value by using the generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) 28 . Detailed procedures for p-value computation can be found in the supplementary materials.
Multiple test correction. When there are more than one gene sets for analysis, we use bonferroni procedure to adjust the p-value 29 . We also report the adjusted p-value based on FDR 30 . 17 . NEA computes an Enrichment Score (ES observed ) as the number of functional links between the interesting gene list and the gene set in the network. Then, it randomly rewires the network to re-calculate ES, in order to obtain the Z score and the p-value of the ES observed . We download the R script of NEA from its website (http://www.meb. ki.se/~yudpaw/), and use seed 1234 suggested by the authors when rewiring the network.
Comparison of LEGO with
EnrichNet (version 1.1) 18 . EnrichNet measures the functional association between the interesting gene list and a gene set using a Random Walk with Restart (RWR) algorithm. The RWR score of the gene set is compared to the RWR scores of all gene sets to derive an Xd score . According to 18 , Xd score > 1.11 is approximate to p-value < 0.05, and is considered significant. We obtained the EnrichNet R Script directly from the authors. The web server of EnrichNet is http://www.enrichnet.org18.
NOA (version Apr 2012) 16 . The input of NOA is a network of interesting genes. NOA assigns a network link with a GO term if it connects two genes with the same GO term, and uses chi-square test to test the significance of GO term links in the input network as compared to that in a completely linked network based on the input genes. We use NOA's webserver (http://app.aporc.org/NOA/) for enrichment analysis. The human influenza host factors datasets. The human influenza datasets include four interesting gene lists that are obtained from 32 . These four lists of genes were originally obtained from four independent genome-wide RNAi studies that identified 237, 250, 287, and 294 host factor genes in response to influenza virus replication, respectively [33] [34] [35] [36] . GO terms under the Biological Process branch are tested. The human GO term annotations (without IEA) are downloaded from http://cvsweb.geneontology.org/cgi-bin/cvsweb.cgi/go/gene-associations/ gene_association.goa_human.gz (date: 11/25/2013) 37 . A total number of 3,445 GO terms with the size of 10 to 500 genes are selected for the test. The human FunCoup network is used as the background network.
Network edge removal and rewiring. For a given background network, to mimic network incompleteness and network noise we randomly remove or rewire a pre-defined percentage of edges in the network. Each time a different random seed is set. When rewiring the edges, we use the function igraph_rewire_edges () from "igraph" package in R, which randomly rewires the endpoints of the edges uniformly to a new node with a constant percentage 38 .
Choice of different background networks. In the yeast TF dataset, another background network-YeastNet (354, 007 edges, with 5,702 genes) (http://www.inetbio.org/yeastnet/download.php?type= 1) 39 is also tested. In the human breast cancer datasets, we also select the STRING network 40, 41 42 (http://www.functionalnet.org/humannet/HumanNet.v1.benchmark.txt ) (4,086 nodes, 232,643 edges with no weight) as the background network, respectively. Then, LEGO is re-applied to calculate gene weights, and conduct gene set enrichment analysis as described above.
Comparison of LEGO with Fisher, three PT methods and five FCS methods using 34 disease gene expression datasets. To further evaluate LEGO's usefulness, we also compare LEGO with Fisher, three PT methods and five FCS methods using a benchmark of 34 disease gene expression dataset compiled by Tarca et al. 26 . In this benchmark, we use the STRING network as the background network. tested are 259 KEGG pathways (R package KEGGESET) and 88 Metacore Disease Biomarker Networks (https:// portal.genego.com (date stamp 4/19/2013)). Since KEGG pathways can be tested by the PT methods, we select the 34 datasets whose target pathways are KEGG pathways as the benchmark. We use the moderated t-test 43 in R "limma" 44 package to compute the p-value of differential expression for all genes. Then, we follow Tarca 
Description of the three Pathway Topology-based (PT) methods.
A recent paper reviewed 22 PT methods for enrichment analysis 15 . Two of them are actually network-based methods: one is GANPA from which LEGO is based, and another is EnrichNet that has been compared with LEGO in the three benchmark-datasets mentioned above. These two methods are not compared here. For the remaining 20 methods, 7 have available R scripts or packages for downloading; however, only ROntoTools 11,45-47 , SPIA 48 , and CePa 49 can run without any additional packages. These three PT methods are compared with LEGO. Below we briefly describe each method.
ROntoTools. Pathway-Express in ROntoTools incorporates pathways topology to calculate a global probability for genes in a given pathway. The negative log value of this global probability is defined the impact factor of a gene, and the impact factor values are then used for pathway enrichment analysis 11, 48, 50 . This method is contained in the R package "ROntoTools" and the function "pe" was used.
SPIA is similar to ROntoTools except for the way to calculate the perturbation of a single gene. SPIA calculates the individual gene perturbation by subtracting the measured fold change, while ROnto-Tools calculates the gene perturbation as the sum of the fold change and the perturbation coming from upstream gene 48 . The "spia" function of "SPIA" package in R was performed.
CePa incorporates network centralities to weighted nodes from differentially expressed genes or gene expression data sets for pathway enrichment 49 . "cepa.all.parallel" of "CePa" package in R was used. , GLOBALTEST 22 , PADOG 22 , MRGSE 24 and GSA 51 . The input of these five FCS methods is the matrix of gene expression profiles.
GLOBALTEST uses the empirical Bayesian generalized linear model to evaluate whether a gene set's gene expression pattern is related to the phenotype 22 . The function "gtKEGG" of "globaltest" in R was used. GSA uses the maxmean as the statistics to test whether the genes in a particular gene set have coordinated changes 51 . We used the function "GSA" of the GSA package in R. MRGSE tests if the ranks in a particular gene set (sorted by the t-statistics) are different from genes in the background gene list 24 . We use moderated t-test in "limma" package in R to calculate t values and "geneSetTest" function in "limma" package for ranking of enriched gene sets.
PADOG gives higher weights for gene set specific genes and down weights the ubiquitous genes, and then integrates the t statistics and the gene weights to test the significance for each gene set 23 . The "padog" function of "padog" package in R was used. PLAGE 20, 21 uses singular value decompositions (SVD) to reduce the dimensionality of gene expression variance for each gene set in each sample, defining as the "activity" score. Then, it tests the difference of this score between different phenotypic samples. We use the method "plage" in R package "GSVA".
The above five FCS methods either use "sample permutation" or "gene permutation" strategy for statistical inference of the significance of gene set enrichment. Here, for all these methods, 1000 permutations are conducted.
The measures of sensitivity, prioritization and false positive rate proposed by Tarca et al. Tarca et al. 26 developed a number of measures for evaluating and comparing the performance of different methods. We also use these measures in the benchmark. Here, we briefly describe each of the measures. The sensitivity of a method is the median p-values of the target pathways in 34 datasets, with lower p-value indicates higher sensitivity. In each dataset, all tested pathways are sorted by their p-value (from lowest to highest), and the rank percentage of the target pathway is calculated. The prioritization of a method is the median values of the rank percentage of the target pathways in 34 datasets. For false positive rate (FPR), 50 times of random sample permutation are performed; then, the mean of the percentage of significant pathway (using a significance threshold of either 0.01 or 0.05) in all permutations is considered the FPR for each algorithm.
A cluster-and-filter approach to reorganize the enriched gene sets. Because a gene can be annotated to different gene sets, there are many gene sets in gene set annotation database that are highly overlapping, especially for GO in which GO terms are organized in parent-child relationships. Since for most methods each gene set is tested independently, there may be significant redundancy among enriched gene sets, making it difficult for biologists to interpret the results. Here, we develop a cluster-and-filter approach to reduce the redundancy. It involves two steps: the clustering of all gene sets according to the degree of relatedness between gene sets before the enrichment analysis, and the filtering of enriched gene sets based on the clustering results. In the clustering step, given a gene set annotation system, such as MSigDB or GO database, we first construct a gene set-based network in which nodes correspond to gene sets, and edge weights represent the relatedness between two gene sets. The relatedness is defined by the Jaccard similarity (the number of overlapped genes/the number of union genes between two gene sets). To reduce the complexity of the network, here we only keep those edges whose similarity is greater than 0.15. Then, we partition the network into gene-set modules using iNP 52 , an iterated network partition algorithm. Finally, we obtain a number of gene-set modules each containing a list of gene sets that are overlapping, while the relatedness between gene sets from different modules is low. In the filtering step, given a list of enriched gene sets, we first group them according to the pre-determined gene-set modules they belong to. Then, we select the most significant gene set within each module as the marker gene set, and obtain the reduced enriched gene sets in which gene sets have low relatedness to each other. However, we also list the remaining enriched gene sets under their corresponding marker gene sets.
Application of LEGO to the human autism datasets. The human autism dataset includes 22 and 27 autism-related genes obtained from Rubeis et al. 53 and Iossifov et al. 54 , respectively, using large-scale exome sequencing. Here, we use human FunCoup network as LEGO's background network, and MSigDB gene sets are tested.
Results
A brief description of LEGO. Traditional ORA methods such as Fisher's exact test (named Fisher for convenience) treat genes in a gene set or a pathway simply as gene labels with equal importance, and then test the significance of the over-representation of the gene set (the overlapped genes) among a list of interesting genes. Thus, they are unable to distinguish occasions where the overlapped genes are more essential to the gene set (Fig. 1a) , or have more interactions between each other (Fig. 1b) . To overcome these limitations, here we develop a novel method named LEGO (functional Link Enrichment of Gene Ontology or gene sets). The workflow of LEGO is shown in Fig. 1c (For details about LEGO, refer to the Method section). Briefly speaking, we adopt a network-based gene weighting approach to assign gene set contribution scores to all genes in a functional association network. Then, we calculate the test statistic for a gene set as the mean gene set contribution score for the interesting genes, and use permutation to obtain the p-value of the test statistic. To avoid the zero p-value problem caused by limited number of permutations, we follow Knijnenburg et al. to use the generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) to estimate the exact p-value 28 .
Comparison of LEGO with Fisher and three network-based methods in three benchmark datasets. Because LEGO is a network-based method for ORA (gene set Over-Representation Analysis) analysis, we first compare LEGO with Fisher, and three network-based methods-NEA, EnrichNet and NOA (refer to the Method section for details about these methods). Three benchmark datasets are used: the yeast transcription factor (TF) dataset, the human breast cancer datasets, and the human influenza host factors datasets. Because NOA cannot be applied to weighted networks, it is only tested in the yeast dataset.
The yeast TF dataset. When benchmarking NOA, Wang et al. 16 constructed a yeast TF co-regulatory network that consisted of 2,436 co-regulatory relationships between 140 TFs. A co-regulatory relationship was established if two TFs share at least one target gene. The transcription regulatory relationships were obtained from Luscombe et al. 55 who investigated the condition-specific yeast transcription regulatory networks. In that study, if a TF not only was highly expressed, but also had at least one target gene differentially expressed under a given condition, Luscombe et al. defined the TF active in that condition. They have defined 67 and 70 TFs that are active in the cell cycle and the sporulation conditions, respectively. Since GO:0022402 ("cell cycle process") and GO:0043934 ("sporulation") are the two most relevant GO terms to these two conditions, Wang et al. examined the ranks of these two GO terms among the enriched terms in the two lists of TFs, and assumed that a successful method would place the relevant GO terms to high ranks. Here, we follow the same strategy to compare different methods.
Among 183 GO terms that have more than five genes, 154 and 166 can be reported a significance value by all methods for the cell cycle and sporulation related TFs, respectively (Supplementary Table S1 ). Among all methods being compared, LEGO achieves the best ranks for the relevant GO terms in both the cell cycle and sporulation related TFs (Fig. 2) . The cell cycle GO term is ranked 2 nd by LEGO, in contrast to 129, 27, 20, and 17 by NEA, EnrichNet, NOA, and Fisher, respectively (Fig. 2a) . The sporulation GO term is ranked 11 by LEGO, in contrast to 165, 50, 44, and 57 by NEA, EnrichNet, NOA, and Fisher, respectively (Fig. 2b) . However, if we randomly select 67 and 70 TFs for enrichment analysis and repeat the experiments 100 times, then the median ranks of the two relevant GO terms are about 90 by LEGO. The inclusion of both neighboring genes and appropriate gene weighting has a major impact on LEGO's performance: if neighboring genes are excluded, the ranks of the cell cycle and sporulation GO terms would drop to 19, 73, respectively; if genes of non-zero weights are assigned a weight of 1, the ranks would drop to 111 and 115 (Fig. 2) . To sum up, in this benchmark LEGO detects functionally relevant gene sets with the highest ranks among all methods.
The three breast cancer datasets. Large-scale functional genomics studies often involve the comparison of the enrichment results across independent datasets under similar studying condition, and it is expected that a successful method should produce consistent results. Here we select three independent breast cancer datasets, and perform enrichment analysis for the top 200 differentially expressed genes in each dataset. Then, we count the number of overlapped gene sets that are significant in at least two datasets at a given rank threshold (e.g., top 10, 20, …, 80 significant gene sets). The background network is the human FunCoup network 31 In this experiment, LEGO identifies more overlapped gene sets than any of the methods being compared does at all rank thresholds (Fig. 3a) . Of the top 10 significant gene sets found in each of the three breast cancer datasets, LEGO identifies four overlaps, which are "REACTOME_CYCLIN_A_B1_ASSOCIATED_EVENTS_DURING_ G2_M_TRANSITION", "REACTOME_E2F_MEDIATED_REGULATION_OF_DNA_REPLICATION", "REACTOME_UNWINDING_OF_DNA" and "REACTOME_KINESINS". One of the most important features of cancer cell is abnormal cell division in which normal cell cycle-related processes are significantly altered 56 . Here, these four gene sets all have to do with cell cycle, suggesting that cell cycle-related processes are significantly altered in breast cancer cells. From the top 80 significant gene sets, LEGO identifies 51 overlaps, significantly more than that found by the other methods. For majority of those overlapped gene sets, the abnormal functioning of their corresponding biological processes are relevant to cancer development, including "REACTOME_G1_S_SPECIFIC_ TRANSCRIPTION", "REACTOME_CELL_CYCLE_MITOTIC", etc. Of the remaining methods, NEA identifies more overlapped gene sets than the other methods. However, NEA's results are actually caused by the bias in its method (shown in later section).
The performance of LEGO is attributed to both gene weighting and the inclusion of neighbor genes: once gene weights or neighbor genes are removed, we observe a significant drop in the number of overlapped gene sets, especially for the removal of neighboring genes (Fig. 3a) . Moreover, when 200 genes are randomly selected, we Each bar represents the ordered GO terms based on the significance value produced by a method. The red box represents the significant GO terms (p-value < 0.05). The bold blue line corresponds to the location of the target GO term. LEGO random refers to the application of LEGO using randomly selected TFs. No weight LEGO refers to LEGO that assigns a weight of 1 to all genes of non-zero weights, and no neighbor LEGO refers to LEGO that assigns a weight of zero to all neighboring genes. only observe a median of 4.0 overlapped gene sets among top 80 significant pathways by LEGO, suggesting that LEGO's performance is not due to over-detection, i.e., a gene set is reported significant regardless of the input genes.
The four influenza host factors datasets.
With similar purpose, here we examine whether LEGO can produce consistent enrichment results across four lists of human host factor genes in response to influenza virus replication that were identified by independent investigators [33] [34] [35] [36] . The gene sets to be tested are GO terms under Biological Process branch. A GO term is considered "overlapped" if it is found significant in at least three of the four datasets. Again, LEGO identifies significantly more overlapped GO terms than Fisher and EnrichNet (Fig. 3b) . EnrichNet could hardly get any significant enriched GO terms. After the threshold of top 60 GO terms, NEA detects more overlapped GO terms than LEGO. This is, however, because NEA is strongly biased and produces many GO terms with zero p-value. Nearly all GO terms found by Fisher are identified by LEGO. The unique GO terms identified by LEGO are relevant to the studying condition. For example, both "GO:0070972: protein localization to endoplasmic reticulum" and "GO:0045047: protein targeting to ER" are identified by LEGO but not by Fisher, and it has been suggested that protein localization and targeting to ER may play critical roles in the process of influenza virus replication 57 . As a comparison, when genes are randomly selected as host factor genes, LEGO does not identify any overlapped GO terms, while removal of gene weights or neighboring genes would result in the drops of overlapped GO terms (Fig. 3b) . Thus, we conclude that compared to the methods being performed here, LEGO can detect more consistent biologically relevant gene sets across independent datasets under similar studying conditions. Investigation of network bias on LEGO. LEGO, NEA and EnrichNet are all network-based ORA methods. To investigate whether the topology of the background network or the gene set may cause some bias to the performance of these methods, we randomly select the same number of genes as that of the original interesting genes in both the yeast and human breast cancer benchmark datasets (e.g., in the yeast dataset, 67 TFs are randomly selected to mimic the 67 cell cycle-related TFs), and redo the ORA analysis. This procedure is repeated 100 times. Then, for each gene set we compute the frequency that it is found significant (p-value < 0.05 or Xd score > 1.11 for EnrichNet) (termed frequency of random significance). Given the significance threshold is set at 0.05, the expected frequency of random frequency for a gene set should be 5%. However, since the experiments are only repeated 100 times, there may be random variations for some gene sets. But the median frequency should be at 5%, and the random variations would be reduced with more experiments conducted ( Supplementary Fig.  S1 ). The influenza benchmark is not re-analyzed because it is similar to the human breast cancer benchmark.
In both the yeast and human breast cancer datasets, the median frequency of random significance for a gene set is lower than or approximately 5% by LEGO (Fig. 4a,b) , indicating that there is no systematic bias in LEGO that makes some gene sets easily detected significant regardless of the input genes. Fisher is more conservative than LEGO, with the median frequency of random significance lower than 5% in both datasets. In contrast, both EnrichNet and NEA are strongly biased. EnrichNet tends to identify most gene sets with a frequency of random significance greater than 5% in the yeast dataset, while finds nearly no gene sets significant in human datasets (Fig. 4b) . Since the density of these two networks is very different (the network efficiency (a measure of the density of a network) of the yeast, human networks is 0.61, 0.27 respectively), it is likely that EnrichNet is biased by the density of a network. For NEA, the median frequency of random significance is 17% in human dataset, indicating it tends to identify some gene sets as significant regardless of the input genes. In fact, in NEA the frequency of random significance is strongly positively correlated to both the network efficiency and the size of gene sets; in contrast, we find no such correlation in LEGO (Supplementary Fig. S2 ).
The impact of network incompleteness, network noise and network choice on LEGO's performance. Currently available functional association networks are not complete and may be noisy 58 . To inspect how this may affect LEGO's performance, we mimic network incompleteness and network noise by randomly removing or rewiring a portion (e.g., 10%, 20%, …, 50%) of edges in the background network, and redo the analysis in the yeast and human benchmarks. Here, edge removal or rewiring would not remove genes from the background network, but would cause changes in the gene-gene interactions in the background network. As such, we have to re-calculate the gene set-specific gene set contribution scores for every gene in the background network after edge removal or rewiring, and then apply LEGO for enrichment analysis. In the yeast benchmark, we record the ranks of the two relevant GO terms; in the human benchmark, we identify the overlapped significant gene sets (top 80 significant gene sets), and compare them with the original results. At each portion of edge removal or rewiring, we repeat the experiments 100 times, and compute the average and standard deviation.
The yeast TF network is a small network, and network perturbations on this network have significant impacts on LEGO's performance: both the cell cycle and the sporulation GO term are barely significant after 10% edge removal or rewiring, and their average ranks drops with the increase of network perturbations (Supplementary Fig. S3 ). In contrast, the FunCoup network is a much larger network, and LEGO is more resistant to network perturbations on this network. With the perturbed FunCoup network, LEGO still identifies significantly more overlapped gene sets than Fisher, and the overlapped gene sets are similar to those identified using the unperturbed network, although the similarity drops with more factions of the networks perturbed (Fig. 4c,d ). Edge rewiring on the FunCoup network has a more significant effect on LEGO than edge removal does, which is because most genes have only a few interactions in the FunCoup network, making gene weighting more sensitive to edge rewiring. Thus, for large networks LEGO is generally resistant to network incompleteness and network noise, though its performance can be further enhanced with the addition of new interactions and the improvement in network quality.
We also inspect the choice of different types of networks on the performance of LEGO. In the yeast benchmark, we change the background network to YeastNet, a larger and high quality functional association network. YeastNet is very different from the yeast TF network in that: it consists of many more genes that are mostly non-TFs, and the Scientific RepoRts | 6:18871 | DOI: 10.1038/srep18871 interactions between genes are significantly different from that in the TF network. Consequently, both GO terms are not found significant using YeastNet. In the human breast cancer benchmark, we repeat the analysis using the human STRING network and HumanNet. Both FunCoup and STRING are large networks, and the gene weights calculated based on these two networks are positively correlated for majority of gene sets (Supplementary Fig. S4 ). In contrast, HumanNet is a probabilistic functional interaction network, and has much smaller gene coverage than the other two networks (for most gene sets, only less than half of the genes are covered in HumanNet). The results of LEGO using the STRING network are similar to that of using the FunCoup network, while they are worse when using HumanNet (Supplementary Fig. S5 ). Thus, for general purpose we recommend the use of large networks such as the FunCoup or the STRING network because a pathway would be better covered in large functional networks. However, when interesting genes are prepared for specific purpose or share some common properties, such as the active TFs in the yeast dataset, it may be necessary for users to provide their own background network, such as the TF co-regulatory network.
Computational efficiency of LEGO. During the benchmark of LEGO, we find the other network-based methods are all computationally costive, especially for NEA. NEA takes 49 hours to complete the breast cancer benchmark and 170 hours for the influenza benchmark (Supplementary Table S3 ). This is mainly because these methods need to spend a large amount of time on rewiring a network, which is especially time consuming for large networks. In contrast, the major computation cost in LEGO is the network-based weighting process, particularly the calculation of background network efficiency, which can be done in advance. This leaves the major , (a,b) show the boxplots of the frequency of random significance (percentage of times a gene set is found significant (p-value < 0.05) with randomly selected genes) for 153 GO terms in the yeast dataset, and 1,077 MSigDB gene sets in the human dataset, respectively. For network perturbation, each time a portion of edges in the FunCoup network are randomly removed (c) or rewired (d), and LEGO is re-applied to the human dataset. The overlapped significant pathways (out of top 80) based on the perturbed network are compared to the results based on the unperturbed network, and a Jaccard similarity is computed (the intersection between the two lists of overlapped significant gene sets/the number of the original overlapped significant gene sets). Experiments are repeated 100 times, and the average and standard deviation are plotted.
Scientific RepoRts | 6:18871 | DOI: 10.1038/srep18871 computational cost for LEGO to permutation. Therefore, LEGO can be very efficient in functional genomics studies.
Comparison of LEGO with Fisher, three PT methods and five FCS methods using a benchmark of 34 disease gene expression datasets. In 2013, Tarca et al. 26 compiled 42 disease gene expression datasets in which the target pathway of each dataset was known. They used these datasets to compare 15 FCS methods and Fisher. The target pathways of 34 out of the 42 datasets are KEGG pathways that have representative DAGs, which can be tested by PT methods. Here, to further test LEGO's usefulness in functional genomics studies, we select the 34 disease gene expression datasets as the benchmark, and compare LEGO with Fisher, three PT methods-SPIA, CePa and ROntoTools, and the top five FCS methods ranked by Tarca et al.-PLAGE, GLOBALTEST, PADOG, MRGSE, and GSA. The descriptions of these methods can be found in Methods. We follow Tarca et al.'s procedures to identify the DE genes in each of the 34 datasets. LEGO and Fisher use the DE genes for pathway enrichment. SPIA, ROntoTools use DE genes with fold change values as input. CePa can use either DE genes or gene expression profiles for pathway enrichment, and we test both options for CePa and for convenience name them as CePa_dif and CePa_mat, respectively. All the other methods use matrix of gene expression profiles as the input, and we follow the instructions of their respective R package to perform pathway enrichment.
Tarca et al. proposed three measures to evaluate the performance of a method, which are sensitivity (defined as the p-value for the target pathway), prioritization (defined as the rank of the target pathway), and false positive rate (see Methods for details). Here, we use the same measures to compare these methods. All results can be found in Supplementary Table S4 . Out of the 11 methods (two options for CePa) being compared, LEGO ranks 4 th in terms of sensitivity (the median p-value for the target pathways) (Fig. 5a) , and 3 rd in terms of prioritization (the median rank for the target pathways) (Fig. 5b) . LEGO's false positive rate is comparable to Fisher's (Fig. 5c) . It is worth noting that the sensitivity measure and the prioritization measure evaluate the performance of a method from different perspectives, and a method that ranks the best based on one measure may not also rank the best based on another measure. For examples, GLOBALTEST ranks 1 st in terms of sensitivity, while it ranks only 8 th in terms of prioritization; PADOG ranks 1 st in terms of prioritization, but it ranks only 9 th in terms of sensitivity. The fact that LEGO ranks among the top methods by both sensitivity and prioritization measures suggests that it is able to prioritize target pathways with high sensitivity. It is also worth noting that most of the methods being compared here use gene expression values, which contains more information than DE genes do. In conclusion, LEGO's performance in this benchmark well illustrates its usefulness for functional genomics studies.
A cluster-and-filter approach to reduce the redundancy among enriched gene sets. Most ORA methods including LEGO perform enrichment test independently for each gene set, and may result in enriched gene sets that are highly overlapping, making it inconvenient for biologists to interpret the results. This is especially a problem for the enrichment of GO terms, as GO terms are organized in parent-child relationships. To reduce the redundancy among the enriched gene sets, here we develop a simple cluster-and-filter approach. The idea is that we cluster all gene sets into gene-set modules according to their degree of relatedness; then, given the enriched gene sets, we reorganize them according to the modules they belong to, and select the most significant ones from each module as the marker gene sets to display the results. Based on this idea, we have obtained 145 gene sets modules from 1,077 gene sets in MSigDB, and 1,410 GO modules from 12,062 GO terms under Biological Process branch (for details refer to Method section). In Fig. 6a , we show the global gene set network of MSigDB in which nodes correspond to gene sets, and edge weights represent the relatedness between gene sets. An example of a gene-set module is provided. This module includes nine gene sets that are all related to neurotransmitter release cycle that are highly overlapping. Clustering them into one module can thus help reduce the redundancy among enriched gene sets.
Originally, in the breast cancer benchmark, LEGO identifies 51 overlapped gene sets among top 80 significant gene sets. Using the cluster-and-filter approach, these gene sets are reduced to 12 modules, and the original 9 overlapped gene sets found by Fisher are now reduced to 6 modules (Fig. 6b) . Similarly, the enriched GO terms in the human influenza benchmarks can also be reduced into GO term modules (Fig. 6c) . For details about the reorganization of the enriched gene sets in these two benchmarks, refer to Supplementary Table S2 . Here, we show an example of the reorganization of enriched gene sets in one breast cancer dataset (GSE10780). In this dataset, LEGO identifies 51 significant gene sets (p-value < 0.01 after FDR adjustment), which are reduced to 15 modules in which five are related to cell cycle. Inspection of these five modules reveals that they actually represent different stages of cell cycle (Fig. 6d) . The gene sets within each module are highly overlapping, while those from different modules do not have significant overlaps. Thus, the reorganization of the enriched gene sets makes it easier for biologists to understand the enrichment results. Table S5 ). These enriched gene sets are further reduced to 6 and 13 gene sets modules, respectively, and the marker gene sets (the most significant gene set within a gene-set module) of two modules are common (Table 1 ). These two gene sets are "BIOCARTA_VDR_PATHWAY" and "BIOCARTA_ GABA_PATHWAY". Interestingly, there are no autism genes annotated to these two gene sets. The reason why LEGO finds these two gene sets significant is because the two lists of autism-related genes contain neighboring genes that have significant interactions with the genes inside these two pathways in the FunCoup Network (Fig. 7) . We conduct a literature search, and find strong evidence that these two pathways are relevant to autism. VDR stands for Vitamin D receptor, and it has been reported that lower vitamin D levels in developing brains can increase the risk of autism disorder 59 . GABA (Gamma-amino butyric acid) is an inhibitor neurotransmitter, and acts as synapses by binding to GABA receptors. The GABA pathway is responsible for synaptic inhibition in brain, and has been strongly suggested to play a role in the etiology of autism disorder 60 . Therefore, it is likely that mutations in candidate autism genes (particularly those neighbor genes to these two pathways) may disrupt the normal functioning of these two pathways, which may then lead to the development of autism. In the original paper, because the 22 genes are a small list, Rubeis et al. relaxed the FDR criterion to collect 107 genes to perform gene set enrichment, and identified four enriched functional clusters including synaptic formation, transcriptional regulation and chromatin-remodeling pathways, cell junction and neurodegeneration. However, there are no those pathways in MSigDB. We then apply LEGO to test the enrichment of GO terms, and find some of the enriched GO terms are similar to the above four functions (Supplementary Table S5 ). Thus, besides the functions identified in the original study, LEGO is able to identify relevant functions to autism, helping to explain the molecular mechanism for the causal roles of some autism genes. This example further demonstrates LEGO's usefulness in large-scale functional genomics studies.
Discussion
The major limitations of traditional ORA methods, particularly the most widely used Fisher's exact test, are that they ignore the functional non-equivalence roles of genes and the complex interactions between genes. In this study, we have developed a novel method named LEGO that takes a network-based approach to transform the functional non-equivalence roles of genes and gene-gene interactions into gene weights, and then incorporate the weights in ORA analysis. To test LEGO's performance, we compare it with Fisher and three recently developed network-based methods using three benchmarks. In the yeast benchmark, we show that LEGO is able to identify the two GO terms-"cell cycle" and "sporulation" relevant to the cell-cycle-related and sporulation-related TFs, respectively, with higher ranks than the other methods do. In both the breast cancer and human influenza benchmarks, we show that LEGO detects more consistent gene sets across independent datasets under similar studying conditions than the other methods do, and also show those consistent gene sets are relevant to the studying condition. As an application of LEGO, we further apply it to two lists of autism-related genes, and show that LEGO can discover pathway relevant to autism that could not be found by Fisher. These lines of evidence well demonstrate LEGO's advantage over traditional ORA methods such as Fisher for functional genomics studies. The network-based gene weighting is a critical step in LEGO. Below, we give a few examples from both yeast and human datasets to show that LEGO's gene weights can truly reflect the functional non-equivalence roles of genes within a pathway. In yeast, RIM101 has the highest weight in the GO term "Sporulation", while OAF1 has the lowest weight. RIM101 is required for alkaline pH-stimulated haploid invasive growth and sporulation 61 , while OAF1 is an oleate-activated transcription factor involved in fatty acid biogenesis 62 , and is actually ranked top 1 in "GO:0044255 cellular lipid metabolic process". In human, TP53 is the central gene in both p53 pathway 63 and p53 hypoxia pathway 64 , and is ranked top 2 and top 3 in both pathways. Meanwhile, TP53 is ranked only 108 for the pathway of Huntington's disease (Supplementary Table S6 ). EGFR is ranked top 1 in EGF SMRTE pathway.
With the use of network in LEGO, locally the topology, coverage and size of a pathway in the network, and globally the network incompleteness, network noise, and the type of network interactions can all potentially affect the calculated gene weights, and consequently the enrichment results of LEGO. We have rigorously investigated those effects on LEGO's performance by using randomly selected interesting genes, randomly removing or rewiring network edges, and comparing the use of different types of networks. We have demonstrated that there is no systematic bias in LEGO that makes some pathways easily detected as significant regardless of the input genes. However, the use of a different network may result in the change of gene set-specific weights in LEGO, leading to different results for some gene sets. In general, when a network covers more genes with interactions of higher quality and a gene set is better represented in the network, LEGO will be more useful. On the other hand, since different networks may have different coverage for a given pathway, in practice it may be useful to conduct enrichment analysis with several available networks, or users can provide their specially designed networks. Furthermore, when a network is updated with more interactions or the corpus of gene annotations increases, LEGO's pathway-specific gene weights will have to be recalculated.
Besides comparing LEGO with Fisher and three network-based methods, in this study we also compare it with three Pathway-Topology (PT)-based methods and five Functional Category Score (FCS) methods using a benchmark of 34 disease gene expression datasets prepared by Tarca et al. 26 , and show that it is among the top ranked methods in terms of both sensitivity and prioritization for detecting target pathways. Both LEGO and the PT methods assign weights to genes before calculating the test statistics of a given gene set. The differences between them are the followings. (1) The PT methods use the pathway topology, specifically the DAG representation of a pathway, to infer weights to genes inside a pathway. In contrast, LEGO uses network topology to infer gene weights, and does not require the input of the DAG representation of a pathway. (2) The PT methods do not use gene-gene interactions between genes inside a pathway and those outside the pathway, whereas LEGO considers not only genes inside a pathway, but also the neighboring genes that have strong association with the pathway. In fact, the inclusion of neighboring genes plays an important role in LEGO's performance, which is well illustrated in the three benchmarks comparing LEGO with other network-based methods and in the autism dataset. FCS methods incorporate gene expression values when assessing the significance of a pathway, whereas LEGO takes only the input of differentially expressed (DE) genes. Although LEGO performs fairly well compared with the five FCS methods being compared in this study, it is expected that the incorporation of gene expression values in LEGO may further improve its performance. We are now working to extend LEGO for FCS analysis by incorporating gene expression change values.
The redundancy of enriched gene sets is a common problem for most methods including LEGO, because they test the significant of a gene set independently and many gene sets, especially GO terms, are highly overlapping with each other. Recently, multivariate model-based gene set analyses, such as MGSA 65 have been proposed to solve this problem. MGSA takes into consideration the specificity of different gene sets when evaluating their significance, and automatically produce enriched gene sets that have low redundancy. However, MGSA does not find any significant gene sets in either the human breast cancer or the human influenza dataset according to significance threshold suggested by the authors (Supplementary Table S2 ), indicating that the efficiency of these methods needs to be improved. In this study, we develop a simple cluster-and-filter approach to reduce the enriched gene sets into gene-set modules that have low redundancy. With the reduced gene-set modules, the enrichment results can be organized in a more friendly way for biologists to interpret. In the future, it may be needed to combine the cluster-and-filter approach with the multivariate module-based analysis to further refine the enrichment results. Nevertheless, the benchmark results of LEGO and the adoption of the cluster-and-filter approach to post-process LEGO's result already make LEGO a useful method for large-scale functional genomics studies.
